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This evaluation report is compiled
from the feedback, outcomes and
learning from our youth consultation
event which took place on the 20
February 2019 at the City Centre
London. We introduced young London
citizens to the City of London
Corporation City Plan 2036, engaging
them with their built environment,
gaining their views, opinions and ideas
for the city's future.
We collaborated with four University
students to design and develop an
interactive event, they worked with us
over 3 months, gaining relevant skills in
event planning and community
engagement, whilst learning the key
components to delivering impactful
consultation events.
The event enabled young people to
led the conversation with their peers
whilst engaging in public policy. In
this report you will read how we
effectively brought policy to life and
gained feedback from 38 participants
between the ages of 17 and 25, who
live, study and/or work in London. We
also commissioned a videographer to
capture the events activity.

NEIL ONIONS
FOUNDER + CEO
BEYOND THE BOX CONSULTANTS
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YOUTH ENGAGEMENT EVENT

In line with our values and mission, we
wanted to include young people at
the beginning stages of the project
planning, working alongside them to
design and develop the event. We
reached out to four University
students; Barrera Borhan, currently
studying her BA in architecture at The
University of Arts London (UAL), Shawn
Adams, who is studying an MA in
architecture at The Royal College of
Art, Rasheedha Lavish who is studying
her BA at London Metropolitan
University and Daniel Poku-Davis who
is studying a BA in architecture at The
University of East London.

Over the course of 5 planning sessions,
we designed the event content,
agreeing on our four key themes and
setting key learning objectives against
each of those themes.
Our themes were:

Culture Mile
Green Spaces
Future City
Collaborative Design
These themes were selected based on
what the young students felt their peers
would be most interested in engaging
with. Our planning sessions took place at
points of culture interest across London,
such as The British Library, The Barbican
and King Cross redevelopment. Each
theme was structured to included; an
introduction to the theme, key facts from
The City Plan 2036, questions to start
debate and then interactive activities for
participants to partake in, rotating every
half an hour until they had engaged with
every theme.
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C ULT URE
MILE
Key findings:
We found none of the young people in
attendance were aware of the Culture Mile
Initiative, but they did know of the
buildings and organisations involved in the
initiative. There was a consensus among
participants that there should be more of a
community approach for engaging people
with the Culture Mile Initiative. The main
ideas for better engagement stemmed
from the principle thought that during
weekends, the City is very quiet and more
could be done to create an interest for
more people to visit. Several young
people shared how they felt the City as a
whole is a little intimidating and this has
put them off exploring the area.

Participants shared the view that the
wider community were not being given
the opportunity to engage with the
decision makers and that the public
realm could provide more participation
opportunities for young Londoners, such
as community art projects and 'young
designer' competitions, a recurring theme
was to ask more Londoners what they
want to see with the Culture Mile.

"Increase the engagement of the
community. There should be open
events, more opportunity to give and
take, charity days etc, interlinking the
diversity of the population"
- Participant
There was also a big focus on wanting
to make The City of London more
accessible, both in term of disability
friendly and in terms of encouraging
more young people to access the City
and the things it has to offer.
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C ULT URE
S POT S
Culture Mile Activity;

Using a large A0 map (above) we asked
young people to mark where they
currently go in the square mile for
cultural activities; with the blue dots
representing places that young people
visit in the City currently; The Barbican,
The Guildhall School and Music and the
Museum of London were key areas
highlighted, and the Red rots
representing the spaces and places that
represent culture to young London
citizens; which highlighted, The Tate
Modern and St Pauls as popularly, but
the majority felt South London had more
youth culture generally.

There was a consensus throughout the
day that young people didn't feel there
was enough activity on offer in the City to
draw them into the City, or even cross the
Thames if living in South London.
There were lots of questions as to how
relocating the Museum would impact the
Smithfield Market and whether the
Market would be moving all together. The
majority of young people felt that moving
the museum of London was of concern,
with questions about how the current
sites History would be preserved, such as
the historic wall outside the museum and
its surrounding.
Participants were surprised to learn that
the new Music Centre was being privately
funded, with questions around how this
works when wanting to create new
buildings and spaces. Occurring
comments also centred around concerns
in losing historic buildings and London's
culture.
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C ONT I N U E D
"The City celebrates traditional history
and culture, but the surrounding areas
(of the City), celebrate multicultural
London more". - Participant
They thought it was a nice idea having
different culture hotspots around the
City, but they felt that the Culture Mile
currently only represents one section
of British Culture and that culture was
not one that reflected London's wider
diverse community. Some young
people did feel that the Museum and
Music Centre would bring new people
into the City and that the designs are
aesthetically pleasing, but also made
comment that it should be the people
in the local community who create
the culture of that area, with the built
environment then responding to that
culture through building design.

Ideas from participants;
Keep more of the older buildings and
upgrade them. Try pop up shops and
markets to increase visitors. Provide
space for more independent shops.
Create more mixed-use buildings, once
the business sector leaves the 'office
space' could then be used for another
purpose. More creative spaces for people
to attend. Better way-finding at the
Barbican (outside and inside).
Better dialogue between different
cultures, engaging them with the Culture
Mile initiative. More public art, ensuring it
has more of a presence around the City.
Art on commuter routes that highlight
the Culture Mile. More buildings being
open to the public thought-out the year.
Create more of an organic feel to the
culture mile, less manufactured. A few
suggestions were for the community to
be able to better understand the reasons
behind relocating the Museum of
London and why the City of London have
opted for a new music centre; requesting
more information.
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GREEN SPACES
We introduced the participants to the
green spaces theme by highlighting
current green spaces within the City and
sharing architects' ideas from across the
globe for approaching green space
design, including; Pedestrianising
Oxford Street, Thomas Heatherwick and
Arup's Garden Bridge, Blackfriars
Bridge by Allies and Morrison. High
Line, by Diller Scofidio + Refenro and
Piet Oudolf and Pier 55 Thomas
Heatherwick, all aimed to get the
participants to think about the definition
of green spaces, asking what green
spaces mean to them.

"London needs more ‘different textures’,
wildlife and animals " - Participant

Lots of conversation was had around
sustainability and society needing to be
more environmentally conscious. There were
questions about building regulations and
developers needing to follow guidelines,
guidelines which should be created to
ensure every new building was 100%
sustainable and environmentally friendly,
with low emissions. The consensus was for
more greener places to be created where
there are large quantities of people, bringing
green spaces to people, instead of them
having to seek them out, such as at
Underground stations.

' Create floating ecosystems on the Thames"
- Participant
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C ONT I U N E D
Ideas from participants:
The young participants shared their ideas
for key green spaces. They included; adding
greenery to existing structures, creating
'green routes' throughout the City,
signposting from one area to another.
Ideas for creating a 'green path' that starts
outside the City and can be followed into
the City of London. Green way-finders
throughout the City which would both
introduce greenery but also serve a wider
purpose. Lots of ideas for making
underground stations greener, reducing
stress levels and create cleaner air. Connect
the green spaces round St Pauls and make
them more accessible to the public.

Ideas continued, with suggestions to create
viewing platforms across the City where
people can look out and see more green
spaces, even if that greenery isn't within the
City, it will help aid better mental health
and wellbeing, more 'sky gardens' also. The
issue of more lights to make certain areas in
the City feel safer and making those lights
greener in energy. A number of young
people wanted to create green spaces on
the Thames, creating temporary structures
that could move around the city. A
collection of composting garden bins across
the City of London for food waste and
biodegradable materials was also
suggested.
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F UT URE C IT Y

We introduced the Future City theme as a
'blue sky' thinking workshop, where
young participants could get creative in
thinking about what the 'Future City' of
London could look like in 20, 30, 50 years.
We discussed the advancements in
technology, advancements in remote
working, the growing lack of space and
growing pollution and the rise in more
mixed-use spaces, (multipurpose spaces).
During the Future Cities theme, we used
the large model at The City Centre to
discuss the boundaries of the City of
London and start debate on different
styles of architecture. There was lots of
debate around the 'protected views'
dictating planning capabilities, with
some for and some against.

Ideas from participants
Connecting buildings physically so that
they can communicate between one
another, using connecting bridges.
Accessible travel by connecting buildings
through a skyline car/transport system.
Radical ideas for buildings to be above
the ground during the day and of a night
they submerge underground. Improved
transport with stronger water vehicles,
which can connect with the Thames
current. New canal ways for travel. Lots of
thought around current transport to
move underground, or taking away the
need for individual transport all together.
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FUTURE CITY

Future City Activity:

We asked the participants to draw quick
sketches of what the 'Future City'
could/would look like and what
infrastructure ideas they had to tackle some
of the concerns they had previously shared.
A small selection of the sketches are
included below.
Images from top left to bottom right; floating
homes on the Thames for homeless, they
could be temporarily fixed, so that they can
move around London according to the need.
They could also be

designed to use the surrounding water for
harvesting food. The second image details a
tiered system for transport, with tubes and
cars underground and electric transport,
cycles and green spaces above ground. The
third was to create floating affordable homes
for young people on the Thames and the last
image shows one young person's view for
what they think the future city will look like if
nothing changes, segregated by class, kept
within the compounds of one space.
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COLLABORATIVE
DESIGN
Our collaborative design theme stemmed from
wanting to inform young citizens of the
processes of planning and how they can
become more involved in their local
community and with local consultation
processes. We asked a series of provocative
questions to start debate. We know that fear is
an impulse that often drives people to share
their views, so we asked; what is your biggest
fear for The City Of London for the next 20
years? The responses are listed to the right and
give an indication to where young people want
to see investment and more attention given to
address issues within the capital. The area
which was discussed frequently, centred
around transport, the need for more energy
efficient, echo-friendly, electric transport, but
there were plenty of others ideas too.

Comments were: Housing prices keep rising
/ A built up environment with too much
congestion / Conflict causing riots and civil
unrest / Technology taking over /
Congestion on the trains / London
becoming another New York grid system
with endless Sky Scrapers / London losing
its identify / Water is rising and there might
not be enough clean drinking water left for
us / Local residents being pushed out of
London / Trash system not being updated /
Pollution / No longer a sense of local
community / Bigger disparity between rich
and poor / A lost sense of local community /
No consideration of human nature and
human needs.
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CONTINUED
We also wanted to understand how
young people themselves thought

A suggestion to use sport as a driver for
discussions also arose. We also asked

Planners, Developers and Local
Authorities could better engage with

young participants; 'What is the number
one thing you'd like to see in the City

young citizens on local planning issues.
The results were captured with the below
activity, which saw young people placing
two dots against the top 2 appropriate

over the next 20 years?' The responses
were: The River Thames being clean
again /
Sustainability / Significant reduction in

ways to engage, or the option for
suggesting 'other' ways to engage. Direct
outreach to education providers was the
number one choice, followed by more
social media engagement. Events were

transport / More culture / A sense of
community rather than just business /
Less high rises in the residential areas
and less further away from city / More
opportunity for input by younger

popular also, with many writing ideas;
such as visiting live sites, collaborative

generation / More Schools / More
pedestrianised areas and better
transport routes / No-Phone walking

events with the architects and practices
behind some of the designs.

zones / Different cultures and classes
accessing the city
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ICONIC
BUILDING
TOUR
122 Leadenhall Building
After the engagement event at the City
Centre, 25 of the attendees joined us for a
guide tour of 122 Leadenhall Building (The
Cheese grater), some had to head back to
University. We met with Jack Newton, a
Senior Associate at Roger Stirk Harbour and
Partners; an architecture practice that both
designed the building and who's business
address is 122 Leadenhall. Jack disused the
design of the structure, the restricted views
of London having influenced the design. He
informed us the buildings exposed
structural components created a need for
less materials when being constructed,
making it more environmentally friendly.

The tour provided the young people
with an iconic view of the City of
London, highlighting many of the places
and spaces we had previously been
discussing within the interactive
workshops. The tour also ignited
conversations about careers in
architecture and considerations when
designing buildings in the City of
London. When leaving the tour and
closing the event, each of the young
attendees asked when the next event
would be, as they enjoyed partaking in
the workshop and having a platform to
share their voice and give their opinions.
requesting to say on mailing list.
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T HE
ENG AG E M E N T
Suggestions for continuing the
engagement and involving more young
people with the City of London and its
plans.
A design competition in
partnership with the Culture
Mile Initiative, targeted at
young people under 30. To be
a prominent feature within the
Culture Mile Initiative.
A further engagement event,
focusing on meeting the
architects behind the new
Museum of London and the
new Music Centre, sharing and
discussing designs and
planned interventions; Q&A.
A green spaces initiative; a
competition to design 'green'
way-finders across the City of
London. Winning designs
being created across The City.
An Art competition for London
Underground stations within
the City, designed by young
people, promoting the City of
London and the Culture Mile
Initiative.
Outreach to Schools, Colleges
and Universities, taking the
City Plan 2036 into
educational institutions to gain
further
thoughts and opinions.
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ENG AG E M E N T

Beyond The Box Consultants would
welcome the opportunity to continue the
dialogue with The City of London
Corporation and discuss how we could
support some of the recommendations
made above, creating an ongoing
engagement with young citizens,
Our work continues to provide a platform
for young people across London and
further collaboration with The City of
London Corporation would enable young
London citizens the opportunity to
Contribute to a flourishing society, shape
outstanding environments and support a
thriving economy.
Thank You
Neil Onions
Founder + CEO
Beyond The Box Consultants
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"Thank you so much for creating a platform that enabled and
instigated debate among young people, the discussions we were
having yesterday were much more nuanced, sophisticated and real
than any other event I've attended, I hope that kind of thing can
happen more often"
Young Attendee
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